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PAIR OF WHITE PORCELAIN TABLE LAMPS ON CUSTOM LUCITE BASES,
WIRED FOR THE USA

$2,700
A pair of white porcelain table lamps on custom lucite bases, professionally rewired for the USA. This elegant pair of white

porcelain table lamps, gracefully poised on custom lucite bases, embodies a serene and timeless beauty, making them a
sophisticated addition to any home. The pristine white of the porcelain offers a classic look, while the transparent lucite bases
provide a modern touch, creating a harmonious blend of traditional charm and contemporary chic. Professionally rewired for

the USA, these lamps are meticulously prepared to brighten your space while ensuring safety and functionality. Their subtle yet
striking aesthetic makes them versatile for various settings, from a sleek living room side table to a bedside nightstand where
they can provide a soft, soothing glow for reading or relaxation. The white porcelain exudes a clean, crisp elegance that can

complement any color scheme or decor style, from minimalist modern to rich and classic. The custom lucite bases add a touch of
modern sophistication, making these lamps a focal point without overwhelming the space. These lamps can be used to create a
cohesive look in a room, placed on matching end tables to frame a sofa or bed, or used separately to tie different areas of your

home together. They are perfect for those who appreciate the blend of traditional materials with modern design elements,
offering a chic and timeless addition to their living space. Their seamless integration into any decor makes them an ideal choice

for anyone looking to enhance their home with a touch of elegance and a warm, inviting ambiance.

Height: 23 in (58.42 cm)

Diameter: 7 in (17.78 cm)

SKU: A 4944
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